Off the wall

Our boys have a head for business and a body for singular style

Photography Sophie Green  Fashion Jérôme André

This page, coat, £980, by Hermès. Trousers, £670, by Gucci. Briefcase, price on request, by Brooks Brothers.

Above, Liam wears jacket, £6,000; trousers, £350, both by Fendi. Shirt, £350, by Charvet. Glasses, price on request, from Marc Le Bihan.


Shirt, £350; tie, £170, both by Charvet. Shoes, £370, by Fratelli Rossetti.

For right, trousers, £350, by Wooyoungmi.

Opposite, jacket, £575; shirt, £435; trousers, £515; bag, £695, all by Issey Miyake Man.
This page, shirt, £160.
by Marah. Trousers, £5999.
by Dunhill. Top, £550.
by Charvet

Opposite, coat, £6000.
by Saint Laurent
by Anthony Vaccarello.
Jacket, £550; shirt, £50;
trousers, £35; all by Joseph

Opposite, shirt, £350, by Fendi. Trousers, £90, by Wooyoungmi. Tie, €70, by Charvet.
Fashion

This page and opposite:
Tale Warren suit, £950;
Maison Margiela shirt, £45;
both by Church's.
Tacony shoes, £950, by
Church's.
Anon wears jacket, £1,450;
shirt, £950;
trousers, £450;
both by Gucci.
Umbrella, £60;
goblets by George Cleverley.
For stockists, see page 120.